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From: "sheri brown" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 8:44:09 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost eifective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. sheri brown 
9400 -hillicothe 
kirtland, OH 44094 
(954) 483-5924 
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From: "Mark Burwinkel" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:44:09 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Mark Burwinkel 
4686 Hamilton Ave Apt 1 
Cincinnati, OH 45223-1585 
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From: "Tim Herriott" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:44:19 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB22I. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tim Herriott 
3277 Mallcreek Ct 
Columbus, OH 43223-3511 
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From: "Albert Jeffery" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:44:09 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in die right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off tiie 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requu-ements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Albert Jeffery 
9516 Camp Rd 
Homerville, OH 44235-9730 
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From: "Carmel Ammon-Mulloli" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.Qh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No N ^ e ! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 6:13:58 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in ef^ienc^ and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency respcmsibiUties and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountaWe! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Mair^ market potential studies ha'̂ ^ proven that it's cost effective fOT 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheq)er than building a nuclear plant. Ef^ciency 
and renewables are lhe most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protectii^ the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to foUow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the envirraiment through strong ^iforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Carmel Ammon-Mulloli 
151SCoUegeDr 
Bowhng Green, OH 43402-3119 
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From: "Steve Rusk" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Niice! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 11:43:24 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-303 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and h ^ proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Ehike to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear ptanl Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of s^elding consumers 
from high energy costs and i»t>tecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to foUow suit Please protect all 
customers and the envirorunent through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Suicerely 

Mr. Steve Rusk 
10038 Ehn Sugar Rd 
Scott, OH 45886-9711 
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From: "Damian Fontanez" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No NiJce! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Salt: 9/5/2010 11:43:24 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Pubhc Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
pubUc health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has pressed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Mai^ market potential studies have px)vrai that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear i^ant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high enra-gy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may tiy to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcenffint of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Damian Fontanez 
3558W127tiiSt 
Cleveland, OH 44111-4501 
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From: "Charles Tuvell" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.statfi.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No NiJce! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewable! 
Smt 9/5/2010 11:43:24 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibihties and has proposal to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective foe 
Duke to go well heyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Welding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utiUty in the state may try to foUow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforc^uent of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Charles Tuvell 
67WMainSt 
POBox87 
Tremont City, OH 45372-0087 
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From: "Carolyn Barker" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:13 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Carolyn Barker 
121 W Poplar St 
Apt 405 
Sidney, OH 45365-2777 
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From: "Tom Jordan" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Niike! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:24 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 
What do you people do with the nuke waste? 
Tom Jordan 
Marietta OH 45750 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tom Jordan 
601LawtonRd 
Marietta, OH 45750-1123 
(740)516-1487 
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From: "Timothy Mieyal" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 1:13:35 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Timothy Mieyal 
2740 Friar Dr 
Parma, OH 44134-5507 
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From: "Tim Wohlgamuth" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 3:43:43 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels, 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protectmg the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tim Wohlgamuth 
937 Woodside Dr 
Findlay, OH 45840-6758 
(419)422-3759 
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From: "Marge Hepburn" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:47 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public healtii, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildmg a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are tiie most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off tiie hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Marge Hepburn 
43573 Crestview Rd 
Columbiana, OH 44408-9545 
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From: "Gerrilynne Blattner" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sen t 9/5/2010 9:43:48 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Gerrilynne Blattner 
2202 Aberdeen Ave 
Toledo, OH 43614-2723 
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From: "Kenneth Winstel" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 9:43:37 A M 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Kermeth Winstel 
3600 Watt Rd 
Columbus, OH 43230-1157 
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From: "NedHamson" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 11:43:46 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

On top of everything else, Areva will never finish the job without huge 
cost overruns. Look back at history and see Cincinnati's history at 
beating nukes - we will stand up again! 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency reqmrements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Ned Hamson 
7359 Harrison Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45231-4324 
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From: "Mary Brown" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sen t 9/5/2010 11:43:51 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment th ro i^ strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. M^y Brown 
3987 Bennett Rd 
Morrow, OH 45152-9649 
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From: "Maria Stahl" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 11:43:34 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requu-ements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Maria Stahl 
605 Empire St 
Montpelier, OH 43543-1414 
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From: "Gordon Belcher" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state,oh,us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Niike! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sen t 9/5/2010 1:13:35 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accoimtable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildmg a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Gordon Belcher 
270 Hermitage Rd 
Gahanna, OH 43230-2823 
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From: "James Demas" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 11:43:34 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Ehike accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. James Demas 
3483WadsworthRd 
Norton, OH 44203-5118 
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From: "jean copley" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 11:43:24 A M 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Pubhc Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accoimtable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. jean copley 
5896 townline 
new london, OH 44851-9409 
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From: "Tim Coen" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sen t 9/5/2010 4:13:47 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency reqmrements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tim Coen 
3119 Lynch St SW 
Massillon, OH 44646-3817 
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From: "Sandra Bamett" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh-us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Ntxke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 3:43:37 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels, 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Sandra Bamett 
5909 Fairdale Dr 
Fairfield, OH 45014-2320 
(513)260-6855 
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From: "Berry Dilley" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Niike! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 3:43:37 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protectmg 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requu-ements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Berry Dilley 
234 E State St 
Athens, OH 45701-1750 
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From: "chris mendel" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 1:43:33 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creatmg jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

Ohio does not want short-term expensive solutions to our energy 
problem, we want long-term renewable and environmentally sound 
solutions. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. chris mendel 
489 Piedmont Rd 
Columbus, OH 43214-3817 
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From: "Robert Shields" 
To:"ContactTh6PUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Niike! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 1:43:33 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creatmg jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

The case for true renewable energy has been made many times over and 
the people understand that yet the energy providers seem not too. 
Moreover the use of nuclear energy for power generation in the 
commercial domain has long been shown to be overly expensive, poorly 
self-regulated and has yet to solve the issue of long term storage of 
used fuel rods. Enough already. 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Robert Shields 
31567 ArmaLn 
Bay Village, OH 44140-1002 
(440)899-1729 
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From: "Larry Halpem" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent 9/5/2010 1:43:33 PM 
Message; 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direaion - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Larry Halpem 
2121 Kenton St 
Springfield, OH 45505-3344 
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From: "Julie Freeman" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sen t 9/5/2010 1:43:33 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protectir^ 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accoimtable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Welding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Julie Freeman 
PO Box 141344 
Columbus, OH 43214-6344 
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